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Multipactor Prediction for On-Board Spacecraft RF
Equipment With the MEST Software Tool

Juan de Lara, Francisco Pérez, Manuel Alfonseca, Luis Galán, Isabel Montero, Elisa Román, and
David Raboso Garcia-Baquero

Abstract—Within the framework of a project sponsored by the
European Space Agency (ESA), we have developed a software tool
to predict the occurrence of multipactor discharge in a simple
radio frequency (RF) device modeled as parallel plates. The tool
uses a micro-level explicit representation of the electrons (i.e.,
each electron in the system is modeled separately), and includes
a detailed Monte Carlo model of the secondary electron emission
process in the plates. Materials secondary emission yield (SEY)
is described using either the usual parameter set ( 1, 2, and
max), or a more detailed model, where the contributions due

to true secondary, backscattered or elastically reflected electrons
are given their own sets of parameters, together with additional
parameters for the angle dependence. The simulator has been
validated using experimental data gathered at ESA and the Uni-
versidad Autónoma de Madrid, Madrid, Spain. The simulator
helped in the selection of material coatings for the mitigation of
Multipactor effect in RF transmission lines on-board satellite
payloads.

Index Terms—Multipactor simulation, secondary emission sim-
ulation, simulation software.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE MULTIPACTOR effect [1], [2] is a spurious discharge
that may take effect in a waveguide as a consequence of

the electron avalanche produced when the secondary electrons,
ripped away from the inner walls of the waveguide by the impact
of free electrons, resonate with the electric field transmitted by
the waveguide. The discharge produced, as a consequence of
the continual increase of the number of electrons in the vacuum
filling the waveguide, makes this unusable and is an important
danger to be avoided.

To avoid multipactor, different material coatings have been
tested with the aim of reducing the secondary emission of the
walls. The effect is prone to appear in the sections where the
waveguide caliber is smallest, as in the different filters located
inside the waveguide to control its impedance and its frequency
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Fig. 1. Typical SEY and different kinds of emission contributions.

response properties. Multipactor experiments are relatively ex-
pensive, time and resource consuming. Thus, with appropriate
models of the phenomena and if the different materials can be
characterized, simulation can be a valuable tool for selecting the
most promising materials.

With this aim, we have developed the software tool MEST
(multipactor electron simulation tool). The system performs
simulations where each electron is individually tracked. We
follow a discrete-event approach [3], where the events are the
collisions of electrons with the waveguide walls. The impacting
electron can be absorbed, elastically or inelastically reflected,
or true secondaries can be produced. In the latter case, the
generated electrons are incorporated to the simulation and
individually tracked in their turn. Materials are described either
using the usual parameter set ( , , and , see Fig. 1),
or by a more detailed model, where the contributions due to
true secondary, backscattered or elastically reflected electrons
are given their own sets of parameters, together with additional
parameters for the angle dependence. The simulator generates

– maps of the multipactor discharge detected in the
simulations and other graphical outputs that help understanding
the experiment.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we
briefly explain the models and assumptions used in the software.
Section III describes the MEST software. Section IV describes
obtained results for some materials. Finally, Section V ends with
the conclusion and the future work.

II. MODELS USED IN THE SOFTWARE

Models are mathematical descriptions of a certain system that
introduce simplifications. These are made in order to make the
experimentation with the model (its simulation) more effective
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by suppressing intricacy not affecting significantly the results,
or because the exact characterization of the phenomena is not
known or cannot be made. Nonetheless, the use of simulation is
preferred in those applications where direct experimentation is
expensive, dangerous, or nonethical.

In our system, we have considered infinite and finite parallel
plates in the plane, with the RF electric field unidirectional
in the coordinate. Thus, border effects are not considered,
apart from simple termination of the field and electron trajec-
tories in the case of finite size. The approximation corresponds
to a narrow gap relative to the other dimensions. This is a good
model for a waveguide in which the plate is ten or more times
bigger than the gap.

The main characteristic of the software is that electron tra-
jectories are individually modeled and tracked. This is a major
difference with most existing simulation software [4]–[7],
where packets (also called super-particles) containing a number
of electrons (even fractions of them) are considered, all with
the same dynamical variables. The number of electrons and the
packet variables change each time the packet collides with one
of the walls. In models of this kind, the statistical representation
of the process becomes progressively worse as the number
of electrons increase while the number of packets remain
constant or decrease slowly (by absorption). In particular, in
particle-in-cell simulators (PIC) [8], the geometry is discretized
as cells, in order to calculate the electromagnetic field. Cells
contain super-particles, which are moved simultaneously with
the same time increment. In our case, such space discretization
is not needed, as the geometry we use permits analytically
solving the field equations, which is more efficient than the PIC
approach for this particular geometry.

In addition, we assume that electron trajectories are only
modified by the electromagnetic field and are not affected by
other electrons in the system. That is, effects due to space
charge are not taken into account, nor are loading or detuning
effects considered. This is correct if only the onset of the
multipactor discharge is to be detected. Note, however, that PIC
codes usually take these effects into account.

The collision of an electron with a plate can rip zero (ab-
sorption) or more electrons from the wall with a probability de-
scribed below. The newly created electrons are again individ-
ually tracked. Given the parameters of a certain material, the
SEY depends only on the primary energy and the incidence
angle of the impacting electron. Following the energy conser-
vation principle, the total kinetic energy of all the output elec-
trons should be equal or less than the input electron kinetic en-
ergy. For the initial conditions, a certain number of free electrons
(uniformly created during the first period of the electromagnetic
field) are assigned a normally distributed energy and angle and
start at one of the plates.

When an electron collides with one of the plates, it can be
absorbed, elastically or inelastically backscattered, or a number
of true secondary electrons may be generated. The three kinds
of emitted electrons provide their own contributions to the SEY
curve, which is represented as a function of the impacting en-
ergy and the incidence electron angle. The addition of the three
contributions results in the total SEY. Fig. 1 shows a typical SEY
curve for a given angle. In this figure, and are defined as

the energy of the first and second intersection of the SEY with
a value of 1. is the energy at which the SEY reaches its
maximum value .

We have modeled the contribution of inelastically backscat-
tered electrons by

(1)

where is the primary electron energy eV,
is the atomic number of the coating material, is a property
of the material, usually in the range ,

, , , , .
The contribution from elastically backscattered electrons is

given by

(2)

where , is the value of the elastic contribution for
, usually 1 [9], , , ,
, .

Finally, the contribution due to true secondary electrons is

(3)

where , , and are parameters of the material.
Additionally, the last three expressions have to take into ac-

count the angle (respect to the inward normal to the plane)
with which the electron collides. This can be modeled as fol-
lows:

(4)

where , .

(5)

(6)

where , and note that .
For a clean flat surface, . For rough surfaces,
; typically, .
These models result from fitting experimental data for many

materials, either from our own experimental data or from the
literature, mostly from [10].

When an electron impacts a plate, the probability for each
kind of emission is thus given by

(7)
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The probabilities of a collision producing elastic or inelasti-
cally backscattered electrons are and , re-
spectively. Both types of collisions produce one emitted elec-
tron. In the first case (elastic), the incoming electron is perfectly
reflected. In the second case (inelastic), the electron penetrates
into the material, one electron scatters from atoms inside the ma-
terial, and is reflected out with energy loss. These electrons are
sometimes called rediffused [11]. In the true secondary emis-
sion case, the electrons interact with the material in a more com-
plicated way. This collision has a probability , and a
random number of electrons are produced. Their number (in the
case of true secondaries) and energies (for both secondaries and
inelastic) are calculated, as shown in Section II-A.

A. Calculating the Number of Secondary Electrons in a
Collision

In the case of an inelastic backscattering collision, the energy
of the emitted electron is calculated by the inverse cumulative
probability function

(8)

where and are parameters of the material. First, a random
number is generated with uniform probability in , and
then, the energy of the emitted electron is

(9)

In the case of a true secondary emission collision, a random
number of secondary electrons are generated with a proba-
bility . This probability has a Poisson distribution

(10)

where is the distribution average. Please note that, while
is the probability that a collision produces true sec-

ondary electrons, is the probability for this collision
to produce electrons. Thus, in order to get the proper average
number of true secondary electrons generated per impacting
electron

(11)

Once the number of true secondary electrons has been ob-
tained, their energy is sequentially computed by the inverse cu-
mulative probability function shown as follows:

(12)
where is a property of the material, and is calculated as
follows:

if eV
otherwise

(13)

where and are parameters of the material. The energy is
calculated for each emitted electron as follows:

(14)

where, for the first of the secondaries

first (15)

and for the following ones:

previous previous (16)

Thus, represents the remaining energy to be dis-
tributed between the secondary electrons.

We consider emission angles , with respect to the inward
normal to the plane, and in the plane. If the output
electron is elastically or inelastically backscattered, its output
angles are assigned as follows: (where is the output
angle) and .

In the case of a true secondary electron, the angles are calcu-
lated using the cosine law distribution as follows:

(17)

where and are random numbers with uniform probability in
, such that . The sign of and determines

the quadrant of the sphere (always in the inner side of the col-
lision plate): positives and correspond to the first quadrant,
negative and positive to the second, negatives and to the
third, and positive and negative to the fourth quadrant.

B. Simulation Procedure

For the simulation, we have used a typical discrete-event pro-
cedure [3]. In this kind of simulation, the time advance is driven
by the occurrence of the events (changes in the system state).
Thus, the main idea is to have an event queue (also called fu-
ture event list), ordered by the time of the event. In our case, the
events are the impacts of the electrons with the plates. The col-
lision time can be efficiently calculated, because in the case of a
parallel plates geometry, we can compute solutions to the elec-
tron trajectories analytically. The simulator loops through all the
events in the queue, advancing the simulation time, generating
new events (new collisions) and placing them in time order in
the queue. Therefore, we do not move all the particles simulta-
neously (as in the PIC codes), but each electron is moved inde-
pendently to its next collision. The electron state does not need
to be calculated or saved in intermediate instants, but only at
the collisions. Note, also that having two or more simultaneous
events is possible, which will be stored in the order in which
they are produced. In fact, they could have been processed in
any order, for, in our case, the events already in the queue do
not depend on one another.

As stated before, each electron is individually modeled.
Following the object-oriented paradigm [12], each electron
has been represented as an object, which has the capability
to compute the time of its next collision and schedule new
collision events for the given time. Thus, each collision event
has a link to the electron that generated it.

Conceptually, the simulation procedure follows the control
graph shown in Fig. 2. Initially, a population of electrons is gen-
erated. Each electron is given a normally distributed energy. All
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Fig. 2. Simulation procedure.

start at one of the plates. Moreover, they are assumed to have im-
pacted that plate at a random time in the first period of the elec-
tromagnetic field. In this way, this collision initial time is used to
initialize the event queue. Then the main simulation loop begins.
The simulator takes the first event in the queue, and the associ-
ated electron. It calculates the type of collision using the model
of the previous section. For each newly generated electron in the
collision, it calculates the next impact time and schedules new
events. Here, absorption may occur, thus no new event is gener-
ated and the electron is deleted from the simulation. The simu-
lation ends when a final condition is met (multipactor appears,
does not happen, or a certain number of cycles is reached). The
final conditions are discussed in Section II.

III. SOFTWARE

The simulator (MEST) has been implemented in C++ using
the Microsoft Foundation Classes and runs in Windows’98 and
higher versions. A screenshot of the tool’s main window is
shown in Fig. 3. The left part of the window is used to enter the
initial conditions of the simulation (initial number of electrons,
average energy, and dispersion of the initial electrons and their
initial angle). It is possible to specify intervals for the gap dis-
tance , and gap voltage , in such a way that one simulation is
performed for each combination of their values. The lower box

Fig. 3. MEST main window.

(labeled “Final Conditions”) allows the user to specify a final
time for the simulation as well as final conditions based on the
number of electrons remaining with respect to the initial ones.
The latter condition is useful to identify multipactor discharges
or situations where all the electrons are absorbed.
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The box labeled “Simulation options” to the right allows the
user to choose between simulating all the combinations of ,

and , or looking for the lower and higher values of voltage,
gap and frequency which produce multipactor. Thus, only the
borders of the multipactor – region are calculated but not
the inner points. It is also possible to choose a number of re-
finements for higher precision (the step size is halfed progres-
sively) in finding the borders of the curve. These refinements are
applied in the and directions. In the multipactor
discharge view (see for example Fig. 9), we use different colors
to indicate the probability of multipactor. We calculate a qualita-
tive measure (which we call susceptibility), taking into account
the rate of change of the number of electrons (positive if they
increase) with respect to time. In this way, when multipactor oc-
curs, the quantity is positive (the bigger, the appearance of mul-
tipactor is more probable), otherwise it is negative (the bigger
in absolute value, the nonappearance of multipactor is more
probable). In the graphic, we use orange, orange-red, and red
for increasingly probable multipactor, and green, blue-green,
blue, and dark blue for decreasingly probable multipactor. Thus,
dark-blue corresponds to a negligible probability of multipactor,
while red depicts a strong probability of multipactor.

The text boxes inside the panel labeled “Simulation” show
the simulation results as they are computed, while the text box
at the bottom prints one line with the results for each simulation
that produces multipactor. The line shows information about the
conditions of the experiment (gap, frequency, voltage, power,
initial number of electrons), and the simulation results (phase of
first collision, multipactor, final simulation time, final number of
electrons, impedance, and susceptibility).

The properties of the material are entered using a separate di-
alog box. We can use two sets of parameters. The one explained
in the previous section, or the more traditional based on , ,
and . Given the values of one of the parameter sets, MEST
calculates the values of the other one. The SEY curve for the
material can also be visualized, showing the three main compo-
nents, as Fig. 4 shows.

Once the experiment and the properties of the material have
been set, the simulation can start. Several outputs are available
during simulation. Figs. 5–7 show the output window which
depicts the evolution of the electron population with respect to
time. The first two experiments (for Alodine) start with 2000
electrons while the third (for Aluminum) starts with 1000.

In the three cases, there is a transitory period at the beginning
of the simulations, where the number of electrons may change
erratically. This effect is due to the fact that some initial elec-
trons are not synchronized with the frequency of the RF field,
as they are uniformly distributed in the first period of the RF
field. In Fig. 5, the number of electrons increases in steps of
three RF periods approximately, while in Fig. 6, the population
goes down, also with peaks of resonance each three RF periods.
This is due to the fact that resonant electrons happen to take
about three RF periods to reach the opposite plate in the con-
ditions of the experiment corresponding to Fig. 6. The number
of semi-periods taken by an electron to go from one plate to the
other is related to the “multipactor mode”, see discussion below.

In Figs. 5 and 6, the final condition makes the experiment
stop if the number of electrons reaches 2.7 times the initial one

Fig. 4. Defining the parameters for a material with MEST.

Fig. 5. Evolution of the number of electrons (increasing) in a simulation of
Alodine with MEST.

Fig. 6. Evolution of the number of electrons (decreasing) in a simulation of
Alodine with MEST.

number (when the experiment is considered multipactor posi-
tive), or 2.7 times less (and the experiment is considered mul-
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Fig. 7. Evolution of the number of electron in a simulation of Aluminum with
MEST.

tipactor negative). For Fig. 7, this final condition is 4 times.
The experiment conditions are described at the bottom of each
window. In the actual experiments, those in Figs. 6 and 7 re-
sulted multipactor negative, while the one in Fig. 5 came to be
multipactor positive.

Thus, the final condition for the simulation can be expressed
as a factor of the original number of electrons. It is the responsi-
bility of the experimentdesigner to assign a meaningful value, but
MEST gives a warning if this value is too low.Experimentally, we
have found that a factor higher than the maximum SEY is
needed for the final condition, as, in each cycle, the net electron
increment is limited by this parameter. Moreover, there are ex-
periments where the number of electrons increases initially, but
later decreases until a condition of “no multipactor” appears, as
in Fig. 7. Note how the coefficient of this kind of Aluminum
is 2.799, thus we may have an increment of 2.799 times the actual
number of electrons. Although there are abrupt increments of the
number of electrons, the overall tendency is to absorption, as it fi-
nally happens. With a lower final condition, such as 2.5 times the
number of electrons, we would have incorrectly stopped the ex-
periment signalling a multipactor occurrence. In addition, it can
be observed that the peak increments in Figs. 5 and 6 are smaller
than theonesofFig.7.This isdue to thefact that for thiskind
of Alodine is 1.751 (1.6 times less than its value for Aluminum).
In addition, an extra finalization condition can be set when a cer-
tain number of cycles are reached.

Fig. 8 shows an additional output window, in which the posi-
tions of the electrons can be seen at each instant of time as they
move. This animation is shown at run time, while the simulation
is being executed. The electron color depicts the number of col-
lisions they have experimented with the walls. In this way, the
newly emitted secondary electrons start in black, and as they ex-
periment more collisions, they turn into red. Fig. 8 shows an ex-
periment for Alodine with finite parallel plates, giving the actual
electrons positions in space. A similar output window exists for
infinite parallel plates. Note that, since our simulator only cal-
culates electron positions at wall collisions, when this window
is opened, additional calculations of intermediate positions have
to be performed as a function of the actual value of time.

Fig. 8. Animation of the electron cloud, in a simulation of Alodine.

Fig. 9. V–f � d multipactor region for Alodine with MEST.

Fig. 9 shows a graphical output depicting the – region for
Alodine, where each point is one simulation. As stated before,
the color of the point depicts the probability of multipactor (the
susceptibility). Red and orange means multipactor, while blue
and green means no multipactor.

Finally, Fig. 10 presents an output window showing the
modes for the multipactor region in Fig. 9. The modes are
defined according to Hatch and Williams [13] as the integer
number of RF periods an electron takes to go from one impact
to the next one, plus one. Thus, mode 1 is just a semi-period,
as it is the minimum time an electron takes to go from one side
to the other of the geometry. The figure shows the modes for
a simulation with Alodine, in which the first nine modes are
shown. Other, higher modes may occur at higher voltages, but
the simulation stopped at 3000 V.

IV. VALIDATION AND RESULTS

For a model to be considered correct, validation is necessary.
Several kind of validations are possible, among them, structural
validation (i.e., checking the correctness of the model descrip-
tion), and a validation of the results.
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Fig. 10. Multipactor modes for Alodine with MEST.

We have validated our software in several steps. First, we val-
idated the distribution of the output angles of secondary elec-
trons (they should follow a cosine law distribution). Then, we
calculated the energy spectrum of emitted secondary electrons

for given input values (certain materials and certain
electron energy values). They showed good agreement with ex-
perimental curves.

We have collected a database of material SEY parameters
(obtained from experimental data and the literature). For a par-
ticular material, we may have different parameters, depending
on the conditions of the measured material (air exposure, depo-
sition technique, etc). Thus, for example, for Alodine we have
parameters showing different SEY characteristics ranging from
very good secondary emission properties ( eV and

), to very bad ones ( eV and )
[14]. Note, however, that the overall secondary emission char-
acterization of a material does not only depend on and ,
but on the whole parameter set. Thus, it may be possible to have
a material with lower , but with worse multipactor charac-
terization (lower voltage of the first positive multipactor exper-
iment). This fact can be possible if the energy is small, or if
the area of the overall SEY curve is bigger.

In the final validation step, we compared the multipactor re-
gions with experimental data obtained from ESTEC [14], also
showing good agreement. For example, Fig. 11 shows experi-
mental data from ESTEC (eight experiments, shown with dots)
for Alodine [14], fitted with the multipactor model from Hatch
and Williams’ theory [13]. The material in the database with
the more approximate SEY parameters corresponds to the one
in Figs. 9 and 10, which show close similarity.

Finally, Figs. 13 and 15 show the theoretical and experimental
results for Aluminum and Copper, respectively, which can be
compared with the simulation results in Figs. 12 and 14.

For all tested materials, although regions show good agree-
ment with experimental data, note, however, that Hatch and
Williams’ theory predicts a sharp edge at the lowest-left end of
the multipactor region. In our simulation results, this section is
rounded. Experimental data on this are scarce, but seem to val-
idate our results [15].

Fig. 11. Experimental data for Alodine from ESTEC, fitted with Hatch and
Williams model, taken from [14].

Fig. 12. V–f � d region for Aluminum with MEST.

Fig. 13. Experimental data for Aluminum from ESTEC, fitted with Hatch and
Williams model, taken from [14].

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have described our MEST software tool for
the prediction of the multipactor effect in parallel plates geom-
etry. The software is based on a discrete-event model in which
electrons are individually modeled and tracked. The application
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Fig. 14. V–f � d region for Copper with MEST.

Fig. 15. Experimental data for Copper from ESTEC, fitted with Hatch and
Williams model, taken from [14].

provides a number of output forms that allows the visualiza-
tion of the multipactor regions, and the evolution and positions
of electrons during simulation. The results obtained show good
agreement with available experimental results.

In the future, we will design a similar software for the pre-
diction of the Corona effect [16]. Notice that for this effect the
collisions of the electrons with the gas atoms have also to be
considered.
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